Willamette Falls Paper Company is excited to bring new energy
and innovation to papermaking in the Northwest.
As the only coated freesheet producer on the West Coast, we offer nimble, responsive
manufacturing that delivers what our customers need—quality paper with fast, on-time
delivery. In addition to our well-known legacy grades, the mill is a leader in the development
and innovation of non-traditional fiber sources such as pulp from wheat straw.

CAPISTRANO

reHARVEST

Capistrano is a #2 coated paper that delivers the
strength and consistency required for today’s highspeed presses. 92 Brightness, basis weight range from
60# text to 80# cover

Recent technology developments
have enabled the production
of high-quality pulp from
agricultural fibers. What was
previously either burned or tilled
in is now collected, pulped, and
available for papermaking. The
reHARVEST™ family uses a range of
percentages of agricultural fiber depending on the
end use while maintaining key product specifications
and performance.

®

SONOMA
With a reputation as an industry workhorse, Sonoma®
is a high-value, #3 coated freesheet paper that offers
solid consistency, run after run. 86 – 88 Brightness,
basis weight range from 45# text to 80# cover

NATUREweb & NATUREplus
These 10% to 30% PCW grades have the same
specifications and basis weights as our Sonoma and
Capistrano brands—allowing you the option to choose
a recycled paper without sacrificing quality.

•	Coated – Available in 80# and 100# coated
grades in gloss and matte and a range of 82 to
86 brightness

ENVELOPE

•	Uncoated Offset – 82 to 84 brightness grades are
available in 60# and 70# basis weights

This White Wove & High Bulk Envelope features good
opacity and brightness, available in 92 bright, bluewhite shade. Basis weights include 20#, 24# and 28#.

•	Envelope – The reHARVEST envelope is 80 to 82
brightness and available in 24# basis weight

UNCOATED OFFSET
This superior uncoated offset smooth sheet is available
in 50# to 70# basis weights. The sheet is designed to
compare to a smooth offset with high opacity. Available
in web rolls, this offset sheet is a 92 brightness.

•	Natural Kraft – We blend agricultural fiber, postconsumer waste, and kraft fiber for use in flexible
packaging applications such as paper bags, pouches,
and poly-coating basestocks. The products are FDA
compliant, available in 30# to 70# basis weights, and
contain greater than 40% agricultural fiber.
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